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However, to them, Omi’s being so smiling was a sign that he didn’t take them seriously.

That Yong Clan’s Eighth Stage of Tribulation said, “You must be Omi, I heard earlier that you killed
several clansmen of the Yi Clan in the Six Seas, and even the Yi Clan’s patriarch, and for that, Yi
Dingkang personally went down to kill you.”

Omi said, “Exactly.”

That eighth stage of the Yong Clan said, “Yi Dingkang, he’s really dead?”

“Or else, if I’m not dead, can I steal his pseudo-immortal weapon, the Black Water Pearl?If I’m not dead,
I can come here and take over the territory?Can you cry out here?”

“Ugh.”Yongshi’s Eighth Order of Transmigration sighed, as if he was feeling unhappy for Yidingkang.

Omi said, “Since we are neighbors here, then we are the guests of our Tang Ji Gate, Senior Daoist, why
don’t you enter my Tang Ji Gate’s Tang Great Hall and have a seat.”Omi pointed to the most
magnificent hall and said.

A half-immortal from the Yong Clan snorted, “That’s clearly the Yi Clan’s Holy Ancestor’s Grand Hall.”

“Pah.”Omi instantly struck out and slapped that Yong’s Half Immortal’s face while Omi said, “Now I’m
the master here, I say it’s the Tang Great Hall, it is, you an outsider, who gave you the guts to point and
sneer here.”

“Ah.”That Half Immortal of the Yong Clan covered his fiery face and looked at Omi very angrily, and
finally, turned his attention to their ancestor.

The rest of the Half Immortals of the Yong Clan were very upset to see their compatriots being
slapped by Omi, and their ancestor here dared to slap the face of their compatriots as well. Remember
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“Old Ancestor, look at this, this Omi, only just killed Yidingkang, and he just slapped the owner of this
place, and Yong has just slapped Yong just a little bit for Yidingkang.”Those Yong Clan’s Half
Immortals looked at their ancestor and said.

The one who had just been slapped by Omi was called Yong.

At this moment, Yong Clan’s ancestor was also extremely pale, Omi slapped his clan in front of him,
and Omi was talking to him with a hip-hopping, arrogant posture, this was not putting a hand in his
eyes ah.

“Omi, you slapped the half-immortal of my clan, is this lack of consideration.”The Yong Clan’s ancestor
said in a deep voice.



Omi smiled, “I’m sorry, neighbor, this clan of yours just now, it’s really annoying, I just named the Tang
Great Hall, he had to say it’s the Yi Clan’s Sacred Ancestor Hall, do you think I can be in a good mood, I
have a problem, once I’m in a bad mood, I can’t control hitting people.”

“Omi, you’d better not be hip-hopping and yin-yang in front of me.Although you killed Yi Dingkang,
that doesn’t mean you can be arrogant in front of my Yong Clan.Yi Dingkang, is just the weakest of the
five possessing pseudo-immortal weapons.”

Omi smiled, “Understand, you’re strong and I express fear.”

“You.”The Yong Clan’s ancestor’s face chilled, Omi’s mouth said that he was afraid, but no matter how
you looked at it, it indicated that he was not afraid.

In the sky, those few half-immortals of the Yong Clan all looked at their ancestor with burning eyes,
Omi was so arrogant, they all wished that their ancestor, could make a move to teach Omi a lesson,
better yet, kill Omi, snatch the Black Water Pearl, and possess two pseudo-immortal artifacts, then
their Yong Clan would be even stronger.

However, the Yong Clan’s ancestor also had concerns.

Omi smiled, “Powerful neighbors, do not in the sky

Zhong Gan stand ah, go and sit in my Tang Dynasty Palace.You’re so powerful, if you don’t go sit in my
house, wouldn’t that make me lose face.”

Yong Clan’s ancestor snorted, “Omi, you better behave yourself, and also, Yi Dingkang is dead, the Yi
Clan is innocent, you better not hurt these innocent members of the Yi Clan.Hmph.”The Yong Clan’s
ancestor flew away with a shake of his sleeve.

In the end, Omi and the Yong Clan’s ancestor, did not clash.

Omi looked at the Yong Clan’s ancestor who flew away as well as the Yong Clan’s several
half-immortals, the corners of his mouth lifted and he snorted, “What the hell.”

“Brother Chen, those people from the Yong Clan were very upset just now.”

“So what if they’re unhappy, but they don’t dare to do anything.”

“Brother Chen, that slap you just gave was good, but aren’t you very confident in dealing with that
Yong Clan ancestor ah, how else would you dare to hit one of their men.”

Omi shook his head, “Wrong, in fact, every ancestor of the Seven Seas is not so easy to deal with.We
only killed the weakest Yi Dingkang, although this Yong Clan ancestor, who is the second to last
ranked ancestor, is not so easy to deal with.The pseudo-immortal weapon that the Yong Clan’s
ancestor possesses is the Sky Eagle, and the Sky Eagle is so powerful that it has no solution, and I don’t
have any confidence in it.”

“Then why are you still messing with him?In this situation, we should lay low first ah, we haven’t even
gotten a foothold in the Seven Seas yet.”

Omi smiled; “It’s wrong to lay low, we just killed Idincon, they must be upset, after all, they definitely
have better relations with Idincon compared to us.If we keep a low profile, we will encourage their
arrogance and even attack us.But if we are stronger and not afraid to fight them viciously, they will
have to weigh it instead, after all, Idincon has just died and they have to be careful with their own
lives.”



“Minister, then we’re still in a pretty dangerous position now in the Seven Seas.”

“Yes, we killed Idincon with the help of Bimbo’s two breaths of air, and although I also have the Black
Water Pearl now, there’s no way to know who’s stronger or weaker in a battle with the other four who
have pseudo-immortal weapons.Most importantly, if the other four ancestors join hands to kill us, huh,
we will lose.”

“Alas, let’s hope that won’t happen.”

At this moment, the Yong Clan Ancestor who had already flown away looked cold.

“Old Ancestor, Omi was so arrogant just now, only just killing Yi Dingkang, he was so rude to us, why
don’t you do it.”One of the Yong Clan Half Immortals said.

The Yong Clan Ancestor snorted, “Do it, do you think it’s so good to finish, can you easily do it when
you reach our level, what if you lose?Look at the Y’s, what kind of end awaits them once their ancestor
dies?That Omi dared to be so arrogant, he must have some bottom in his heart, and besides, he did kill
Idincon, so it’s better not to do it unless it’s absolutely necessary, or else you have to make sure you
can win if you do it.”The Yong Clan’s ancestor’s gaze was cold.

Omi looked at the crowing Yi Clan and said to, “Little Fire, we’ll go back to the Six Seas now.”

“Why?None of them have received our territory yet.”

“There’s no escaping the territory, if nothing else, the other three great families should also know
about this soon, and might even come here like the Yong Clan ancestor, now this situation is especially
prone to conflict, once they clash, they’re likely to join forces to deal with me, so let’s leave first, we’ll
have to find Mu Qianji and the others anyway, and take care of the matter of the Six Heavy Sea as
well.”

“Okay, I hear you.”
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